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Abstract—Sub-pixel mapping is technique used to obtain the
spatial distribution of different classes at the sub-pixel scale by
transforming fraction images to a classification map with a higher
resolution. Traditional sub-pixel mapping algorithms only utilize a
low-resolution image, the information of which is not enough to ob-
tain a high-resolution land-cover map. The accuracy of sub-pixel
mapping can be improved by incorporating auxiliary datasets,
such as multiple shifted images in the same area, to provide more
sub-pixel land-cover information. In this paper, a sub-pixel map-
ping framework based on a maximum a posteriori (MAP) model
is proposed to utilize the complementary information of multiple
shifted images. In the proposed framework, the sub-pixel mapping
problem is transformed to a regularization problem, and the MAP
model is used to regularize the sub-pixel mapping problem to be
well-posed by adding some prior information, such as a Laplacian
model. The proposed algorithm was compared with a traditional
sub-pixel mapping algorithm based on a single image, and an-
other multiple shifted images based sub-pixel mapping method,
using both synthetic and real hyperspectral images. Experimental
results demonstrated that the proposed approach outperforms the
traditional sub-pixel mapping algorithms, and hence provides an
effective option to improve the accuracy of sub-pixel mapping for
hyperspectral imagery.

Index Terms—Hyperspectral image, MAP, multiple shifted im-
ages, resolution enhancement, sub-pixelmapping, super-resolution
mapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

H ARD classification, an important technique in image pro-
cessing, assigns every pixel to a single class; however, it

is inaccurate in hyperspectral images with a coarse resolution,
due to the mixed pixel problem [1]. Spectral unmixing tech-
niques are introduced to obtain the abundance of each class in
the mixed pixel by yielding a number of fraction images equal
to the number of land-cover classes [2]. However, the sub-pixel
spatial attribution of the different classes in a pixel cannot be
obtained by spectral unmixing, and the sub-pixel information
may be lost. To solve the problem, sub-pixel mapping was in-
troduced by Atkinson [3], which divides a pixel into sub-pixels
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and assigns each new smaller sub-pixel to a land-cover class in
order to obtain a hard classification map with higher resolution.
Many sub-pixel mapping algorithms have been proposed

based on spatial dependence [3], which refers to the tendency
for spatially proximate observations of a given property to be
more alike than more distant observations. For example, Tatem
et al. built an energy function and applied a Hopfield neural
network [4]–[7] to solve the problem. Another artificial neural
network, the BP (back-propagation) neural network, has been
used to obtain the sub-pixel mapping result [8], [9]. Verhoeye
et al. [10] transformed the issue of sub-pixel mapping to an
optimization problem, using a linear optimization technique. To
satisfy the demand of spatial dependence, a simple but effective
method based on sub-pixel/pixel spatial attraction models was
proposed by Mertens et al. [11]. Atkinson et al. presented a
pixel swapping algorithm [12] to exchange sub-pixels to obtain
an optimal result. More recently, genetic algorithms [13],
artificial immune systems [14], Markov random fields [15],
[16], and multi-layer perceptron neural network [17] have been
utilized for sub-pixel mapping.
Most of the traditional methods only utilize the soft-classified

proportion of the data of a single image at the pixel level, and
are based on the spatial dependence assumption [18]. In fact,
sub-pixel mapping can be formulated as an inverse problem that
reconstructs a fine spatial resolution map of land-cover class
labels from a set of class fractions provided by a low-resolu-
tion image [19]. Consequently, sub-pixel mapping is also an ill-
posed problem that transforms a low-resolution fraction image
to a high-resolution classification map, and traditional methods
based on single images have a limit to the detail and accuracy
of the resulting thematic map. Therefore, additional supplemen-
tary datasets should be used. Many types of auxiliary datasets
are available, such as light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [20],
fused image [18], and panchromatic imagery [21]. However,
these suitable datasets are often hard to acquire. Another pos-
sible auxiliary dataset comprises sub-pixel shifted images gen-
erated by camera movements in the same area of land surface,
which may be easily obtained from multi-temporal or multi-
angle images with a sub-pixel shift. Multiple shifted fraction
maps derived from these images can therefore provide addi-
tional land-cover information at the sub-pixel scale, which can,
theoretically, be used to improve the accuracy of super-resolu-
tion mapping [19].
In this paper, to utilize these multiple shifted fraction im-

ages synchronously to improve the sub-pixel mapping accuracy,
a sub-pixel mapping framework based on a maximum a pos-
teriori (MAP) model with multiple shifted hyperspectral im-
ages, namely MMSSM, is proposed. In the proposed frame-
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Fig. 1. Image of 3 3 coarse pixels and the possible distributions ( , 3 classes). (a) Fraction image. (b) Possible distribution 1. (c) Possible distribution 2.

work, the MAP model, due to the advantages of expansibility
and the ease of adding prior information, is utilized to inte-
grate the complementary information in multiple images with
a sub-pixel shift. The MAP model has the ability to regularize
the ill-posed problem and has also been successfully used in
the field of multiple-frame super-resolution (SR) reconstruc-
tion to produce a high-resolution (HR) image from a sequence
of low-resolution (LR) images of the same scene [22]–[26]. In
MMSSM, the MAP method, as a basic framework, is utilized to
reconstruct a classification map with higher resolution from the
multiple fraction images with a lower resolution. In the MAP
framework, three prior models (Laplacian [27], total variation
[TV] [28], and bilateral total variation [BTV] [29]), are used
to regularize the sub-pixel mapping problem, in order to im-
prove the performance of MMSSM for sub-pixel mapping. The
proposed method was tested using three synthetic hyperspectral
images and one real hyperspectral image, and the experimental
results demonstrated that the proposed approach obtains a better
result by incorporating the information from multiple images.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives

a detailed description of the sub-pixel mapping problem. The
proposed sub-pixel mapping framework based on aMAPmodel
with multiple shifted hyperspectral images is described in de-
tail in Section III. Section IV gives the experimental results
and analysis using different images. The conclusion is drawn
in Section V.

II. THE SUB-PIXEL MAPPING PROBLEM

A. The Sub-Pixel Mapping Problem

The key issue in sub-pixel mapping is how to determine an
optimal sub-pixel distribution of each class in a pixel. Spatial
dependence, as proposed by Atkinson in 1997, inspired from
Tobler’s first law [30], is the universal criterion, which refers
to the tendency for spatially proximate observations of a given
property to be more alike than more distant observations [3]. To
implement a sub-pixel mapping algorithm, fraction images, as
the input, should be obtained by means of spectral unmixing.
An original coarse pixel in the fraction image is divided into

sub-pixels, where represents the scale factor of the

sub-pixel mapping, and the number of sub-pixels for each land-
cover class can be calculated by the abundance. Fig. 1 shows
a sub-pixel mapping example with three classes. As shown in
Fig. 1(a), a coarse pixel is divided into 16 (4 4) sub-pixels,
with the assumption that the scale fraction is 4, and 0.5 in the
fraction image in red, which means that 8 (16 0.5) sub-pixels
belong to land-cover class 1. Fig. 1(b) and (c) describes two
possible distributions of sub-pixels, where the former is superior
to the latter, with higher spatial dependence.

B. The Sub-Pixel Mapping Problem Based on Multiple Shifted
Images

The drawback of traditional sub-pixel mapping methods
is lacking enough information. This is because the sub-pixel
mapping problem can be formulated as an ill-posed problem,
whose number of solutions is not unique, by utilizing fraction
images derived from a single hyperspectral image. Sub-pixel
mapping with multiple shifted images is a feasible way to solve
this problem by introducing more sub-pixel information. The
basic idea is to combine several low-resolution fraction (LRF)
images from the same scene to produce one high-resolution
fraction image. Although these LRF images are derived from
the same scene, they are not identical to each other, because
of the camera movements. Therefore, the different informa-
tion contained in each LRF image can be fused to produce a
high-resolution classification (HRC) image. Fig. 2 illustrates
a simple example with two classes, to explain the process of
how to integrate multiple shifted LRF images to obtain a HRC
image. As shown in Fig. 2, in pixel P1, the fraction of class
is 0.25, and the scale factor is 4, in which 4
sub-pixels belong to class . Given another pixel P2 from
another image, which has a sub-pixel shift (the fraction of class
A is 1, , ) with pixel P1, as shown
in Fig. 2(b), the position of the sub-pixels which belong to class
can be determined, as all the sub-pixels in pixel P2 belong

to class , because P2 is the pure pixel, which belonged to
. According to the above process, based on multiple shifted
LRF images, a more accurate sub-pixel mapping result can be
obtained.
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Fig. 2. The sub-pixel mapping process using multiple shifted images. (a) A mixed pixel P1 with two different land-cover classes. (b) Another pixel P2, which has
a sub-pixel shift with P1. (c) The sub-pixel mapping result using two multiple shifted images.

III. SUB-PIXEL MAPPING FRAMEWORK BASED ON A
MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI (MAP) MODEL WITH
MULTIPLE SHIFTED HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGES

To solve the sub-pixel mapping problemwith multiple shifted
images, a sub-pixel mapping framework based on a maximum a
posteriori (MAP) model with multiple shifted hyperspectral im-
ages, namely MMSSM, is proposed to convert the LRF image
sequence to a HRC map. In this framework, the sub-pixel map-
ping problem is first transformed to a regularization problem,
and theMAPmodel is then used to regularize the sub-pixel map-
ping problem to be well-posed by adding some prior informa-
tion, which, in this paper, comprises Laplacian, TV and BTV
prior models.

A. Problem Formulation

In the proposed framework, the sub-pixel mapping problem
with multiple shifted images needs to be defined as follows. Let
the underlying HRC image be denoted in the vector form by

, where is the number of land-cover
classes. In other words, is the band number of the original
LRF image, and is the high-resolution MAP (HRM) image
for class . is the integration function used to
transform the HRM images for all classes to a HRC map. Let-
ting denote the height and width of the LRF images,

is the height and width of the HR image, and rep-
resents the scale factor. The LRF image can be represented as

, where , with
being the number of LRF images. Then the mapping model

can be represented as:

(1)

where is the warp matrix with the size of ,
is a downsampling matrix, and represents the

noise vector for class . Generally, the downsampling
matrix and the warp matrix are assumed to remain the
same between the LRF images.
Referring to the form of (1), the whole mapping model for all

the LRF images can be represented as:

(2)

where , ,
.

In this paper, a MAP strategy is used to regularize the sub-
pixel mapping problem to be well-posed by adding some prior
information. Based on the mapping model of (2), the MAP ap-
proach seeks the to estimate , for which the a poste-
riori probability is a maximum [31], given the LRF
images as (3):

(3)

Applying Bayes’ rule, (3) becomes:

(4)

Since can be considered as a constant and can be elim-
inated in the optimization of (4), (4) can be rewritten as:

(5)

Assuming the LRF images are independent, we can obtain:

(6)

Using themonotonic logarithm function, (6) can be expressed
as:

(7)

where is the likelihood distribution of the LRF im-
ages, and is the prior distribution of the image .
Assuming the noise is zero-mean white Gaussian noise with

the same variance, can be represented as:

(8)

where is a constant and is the variance. The prior
is thought to be the Gibbs form:

(9)
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where is a constant, is a control parameter, and is
the energy function. Substituting (8) and (9) in (7), the maxi-
mization of this posterior probability distribution can be written
as the following regularization problem:

(10)

where . The first term is the data
fidelity term. acts as the prior term, and is the regular-
ization parameter which controls the trade-off between the data
fidelity and prior item.

B. Model Solution

After defining the problem, MMSSM solves the model ac-
cording to three steps:
Step 1) Determination of the motion matrix and prior model.

The estimation of motion matrix in (10) plays an
important role in the process of a MAP model solu-
tion. After a LRF image is selected as the reference
from the LRF image sequences, the sub-pixel shift
between the reference LRF image and the other LRF
images can be estimated by the parametric model
which was used in [32], with the assumption that
the motion of LRF images is a globally translational
motion, and the motions of all points can often be
modeled by a parametric model.
The prior model is also critical in the pro-
posed method; it controls the perturbation of the so-
lution, solves the ill-posed problem for the proposed
model, and guarantees a stable HR estimation [33].
In past decades, many prior models have been pro-
posed, such as the Gaussian Markov random fields
(GMRF) model [34], the Huber-MRF model [24],
the weighted-MRF model [32], the Laplacian model
[27], the TV model [28], the BTV model [29], and
sparse directional regularization [35]. In this paper,
the prior model is assumed to be the same for all
classes, and three prior models (Laplacian, TV, and
BTV) are applied to test the performance of the
MAP model in sub-pixel mapping.
1) Laplacian prior model
The Laplacian prior is a 2-D Laplacian matrix
which denotes the high-pass operation with the
constraint that the solution is smooth. Themodel
is represented as [27]:

(11)

where is the Laplacian matrix.
2) TV prior model.
The TV prior is used to effectively preserve the
edge and detailed information in images, and it
can be represented as [28]:

(12)

where and are linear operators de-
noting the horizontal and vertical first-order dif-
ferences. For pixel , which is located in row
and column in image , and can
be computed as ,

.
3) BTV prior model.
The BTV prior is derived from TV by adding
a bilateral filter. It has the advantages of edge
preservation and being computationally cheap
to implement. The form of TV can be re-
garded as a special case of the BTVmodel. Gen-
erally, the expression of BTV can be written as
[29]:

(13)

where matrices and shift by and
pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively. The scalar weight , ,
is applied to give a spatially decaying effect to
the summation of the regularization terms [29].

Step 2) Upsampling of the high-resolution MAP (HRM) re-
sult for every class.
Once the motion matrix and prior model are deter-
mined, the desired HRM image can be updated by
minimizing the following cost function:

(14)

The gradient descent [36] method is utilized to min-
imize the cost function. Differentiating (14) with re-
spect to , and setting the result equal to zero, we
have:

(15)

where can be calculated as (16)–(18) for
the Laplacian, TV and BTV priors, respectively:

(16)

(17)

(18)
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Fig. 3. The flowchart of MMSSM.

where is the divergence operator, and is a
small positive parameter which ensures differentia-
bility. and define the transposes of ma-
trices and respectively and have a shifting
effect in the opposite directions as and .
Thus, the desired HRM image is solved by em-
ploying the successive approximations iteration:

(19)

where

(20)

and represents the step size at the th iteration.
Step 3) Integration of the HRM images to generate the HRC

map.
All the MAP results for every class should
be integrated to obtain the HRC image .
sub-pixels in , which correspond to a coarse
pixel, should be normalized to [0,1], and the class
of sub-pixel will be , with the condition that

.
The flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 3.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In the experiments, three proposed algorithms based on
Laplacian, TV, and BTV prior models in MMSSM, namely,
MMSSM-L, MMSSM-TV, and MMSSM-BTV, were utilized
to compare with traditional sub-pixel mapping methods with
a single image (the spatial attraction model [SASM] [11]) and
another multiple shifted images based method which utilizing
Hopfield Neural Network (super-resolution mapping with
multiple sub-pixel shifted images [SMMI] [19]), using both
synthetic and real hyperspectral images. Traditional classifi-
cation accuracy assessment was completed by the indices of
percentage correctly classified (PCC), which is identical to

overall accuracy (OA), and the Kappa coefficient (Kappa). For
the sub-pixel mapping problem, to better measure the capacity
of different methods to handle mixed pixels, some other im-
proved indices were used, specifically, PCC’ and Kappa’ [9].
Unlike the traditional indices, only mixed pixels are concerned
in the calculation of PCC’ and Kappa’. In the real hyperspectral
image experiment, only PCC and Kappa were used because the
results of the LRF images were not accurate, due to the limita-
tion of the spectral unmixing techniques currently available.

A. Experiment 1-Synthetic Images

To simulate a series of LRF images with sub-pixel shifts, a
HRC image was obtained by classifying a hyperspectral image
first, then the HRC image was shifted at the pixel scale in the
and directions, and the HRC image was degraded to simulate
an LRF image by applying an averaging filter, given the resize
factor. This procedure was performed many times, according to
the number of images used for the proposed algorithm. In this
way, the original classification map can be used as a reference
image to evaluate the sub-pixel mapping methods, and it is pos-
sible to concentrate solely on errors introduced by the sub-pixel
mapping process.
Three synthetic images were used in this experiment. One

is a part of the Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Ex-
periment (HYDICE) airborne hyperspectral dataset from the
Washington DC Mall. A total of 192 bands [37] were used,
comprising 300 lines and 200 columns, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
Fig. 4(b) shows the selected pixels which were used as the
ground truth to evaluate the classification result, and Fig. 4(c)
illustrates the reference image classified by the support vector
machine (SVM) method, implemented by ENVI software [38],
as the truth data. As the shift of the classification map was
known, these degraded LRF images could be accurately regis-
tered at the sub-pixel scale, given the scale factor which was
four. The number of LRF images in this experiment was five,
and the shifts of the LRF images were ( 0.5, 0), (0.5, 0), (0,
0.5), (0, 0.5), relative to the base LRF image. The observed
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Fig. 4. The sub-pixel mapping results for the Washington DC dataset. (a) The original hyperspectral image. (b) The ground truth selected manually to evaluate
the classification result. (c) The reference classification map. (d) SASM. (e) SMMI. (f) MMSSM-L. (g) MMSSM-TV. (h) MMSSM-BTV.

TABLE I
THE ACCURACY OF THE CLASSIFICATION METHOD FOR

THE WASHINGTON DC IMAGE

image was expected to fall into four classes: water, grass, tree
and road. Fig. 4(d), (e) and (f)–(h) illustrates the sub-pixel map-
ping results using SASM, SMMI and the proposed methods,
respectively.
To estimate the error introduced by the classification method,

many pixels were manually selected as the ground truth, as
Fig. 4(b) illustrates. In this paper, the reference classification
map was obtained by classifying the original remotely sensed
image with SVM, and the accuracy of SVM is shown in Table I.
The results show that misclassification occurs between grass
and tree, owing to the spectral proximity. It also occurs between
grass and road, and these kinds of misclassification may occur
in the following sub-pixel mapping experiments. However, this
classificationmap can be used as a reference image for sub-pixel
mapping, with a Kappa coefficient of 0.961.

Another image used is a part of a remote sensing image col-
lected with an airborne imaging spectrometer (PHI) from the
Xiaqiao test site. A total of 80 bands of the PHI image (160
160 pixels) were utilized, with a spectral range of 440–854

nm. The LRF image sequence was obtained as described for
the Washington DC dataset. The scale factor was set as four,
the number of LRF images was five and the shifts[0] of the
LRF images were ( 0.5, 0), (0.5, 0), (0, 0.5), (0, 0.5), rela-
tive to the base LRF image in this experiment. Fig. 5(a) shows
the original PHI hyperspectral image cube; Fig. 5(b) shows the
selected pixels which were used as the ground truth to evaluate
the classification result; and Fig. 5(c) is the reference classifi-
cation map obtained by SVM, in which four major land-cover
classes can be distinguished: road, water, corn, and vegetable.
Fig. 5(d), (e) and (f)–(h) illustrates the sub-pixel mapping results
using SASM, SMMI and the proposed methods, respectively.
The classification accuracies are listed in Table II. As this

image was not particularly complex, so that the distinct differ-
ences between classes can be observed, along with the impact of
the selection of the ground truth, SVM can be seen to be highly
accurate, and the result was considered to be suitable for the ex-
periments with sub-pixel mapping.
The last image used was the AVIRIS data set. Seventeen land

cover classes were considered for classification. The original
image is composed of 136 136 pixels, and the ground truth
data was used as the reference data. The LRF image sequence
was obtained as described in the Washington DC dataset ex-
periment. The scale factor was set as four, the number of LRF
images was five and the shifts[0] of the LRF images were
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Fig. 5. The sub-pixel mapping results for the Xiaqiao dataset. (a) The original hyperspectral image. (b) The ground truth selected manually to evaluate the clas-
sification result. (c) The reference classification map. (d) SASM. (e) SMMI. (f) MMSSM-L. (g) MMSSM-TV. (h) MMSSM-BTV.

Fig. 6. The sub-pixel mapping results for the AVIRIS Indian Pines dataset. (a) The original hyperspectral image. (b) The ground truth data as the reference
classification map. (c) SASM. (d) SMMI. (e) MMSSM-L. (f) MMSSM-TV. (g) MMSSM-BTV.

TABLE II
THE ACCURACY OF THE CLASSIFICATION METHOD FOR THE XIAQIAO IMAGE

( 0.5, 0), (0.5, 0), (0, 0.5), (0, 0.5), relative to the base LRF
image in this experiment. Fig. 6(a) shows the original AVIRIS

hyperspectral image cube; Fig. 6(b) shows the ground truth
data in which 17 major land-cover classes can be distinguished.
Fig. 6(c), (d) and (e)–(g) illustrate the sub-pixel mapping results
using SASM, SMMI and three proposed methods, respectively.
As shown in Figs. 4–6, a visual comparison of the results

suggests that the proposed method is successful in utilizing the
complementary information of multiple images (which have
sub-pixel shifts) to implement the task of sub-pixel mapping. In
particular, some tiny features, such as the narrow path in the top
left of the classification map for the Washington DC dataset,
are not easily reconstructed using SASM, due to insufficient
information. For the Xiaqiao image, the linear feature in the
vegetable class can’t be reconstructed well. For the AVIRIS
image, some lines were over-smoothed in the result of SMMI.
However, the proposed methods perform better by integrating
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Fig. 7. The sub-pixel mapping results for the Nuance hyperspectral dataset. (a) The base LR hyperspectral image obtained by the Nuance NIR imaging spec-
trometer. (b) The HR color image obtained by a high-resolution digital camera, which was used as the reference data. (c) The ground truth selected manually to
evaluate the classification result. (d) The classification result of (b) with SVM. (e) SASM. (f) SMMI. (g) MMSSM-L. (h) MMSSM-TV. (i) MMSSM-BTV.

multiple images, which provides more information about the
distribution of the sub-pixels.
The quantitative indices lead to the same conclusion as the

visual assessment. The accuracy of the different methods for the
three simulated images is shown in Table III–V, in which the
confusion matrix for the AVIRIS image was not given owing
to the excessive classes. Generally speaking, the MAP-based
multiple shifted images sub-pixel mapping (MMSSM) method
shows a great improvement when compared with the traditional
single image based sub-pixel mapping method, SASM, re-
gardless of which prior model is used. For the Washington DC
dataset, as shown in Table III, the MMSSM methods produce
better results than the other two methods for all classes, espe-
cially the road class, as it was mainly confused by grass and
tree because of the geographic proximity. Due to the comple-
mentary information of multiple shifted images being utilized
to improve the accuracy of sub-pixel mapping, MMSSM ex-
hibits excellent performance, compared with SASM. Generally
speaking, MMSSM with the Laplacian prior (MMSSM-L) has
the highest accuracy, and it improves the Kappa’ coefficient

from 0.643 and 0.781 to 0.783, when compared with SASM
and SMMI, a gain of 0.181 and 0.002, respectively. The reason
for this is that the Laplacian prior denotes the high-pass op-
eration with the constraint that the solution is smooth, which
satisfies the spatial dependence assumption. The performance
of MMSSM-TV is similar to MMSSM-L, owing to its ability
to preserve the edges and detailed information in images, while
MMSSM-BTV obtains the worst result, compared with the
other two priors, because of its various parameters. Similarly,
the same conclusion can be drawn for the Xiaqiao dataset.
MMSSM with the Laplacian prior (MMSSM-L) and the TV
prior (MMSSM-TV) obtain an approximate accuracy, and their
accuracy is higher than that of MMSSM-BTV. As Table IV
shows, the serious confusion which happens between grass and
road was decreased greatly by MMSSM, which incorporates
more of the information in multiple shifted images to help
the solution of sub-pixel mapping. For the AVIRIS image,
MMSSM-L obtains the highest accuracy as experiments of the
other two images and a gain of 0.112 and 0.021 for Kappa’ can
be achieved comparing with SASM and SMMI respectively.
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TABLE III
THE CONFUSION MATRIX STATISTICS (%) FOR THE WASHINGTON DC DATASET

According to the statistical accuracy, the MMSSM methods
exhibit higher sub-pixel mapping accuracy than the traditional
method which is based on a single image. Generally speaking,
the performance of MMSSM methods is similar to the other
multiple shifted images based method (SMMI) for both simu-
lated images. However, the method with BTV prior is unsatis-
factory owing to its various parameters. For the other two priors,
the performance is slightly better than SMMI.

B. Experiment 2-Real Hyperspectral Image

To evaluate the application of sub-pixel mapping in practice,
a real experiment was implemented by acquiring LR hyperspec-
tral image sequences and a HR color image for the same area, si-
multaneously. The LR hyperspectral image sequences (50 50
pixels) used in this experiment were collected using the Nuance
NIR imaging spectrometer. The acquired hyperspectral images
have 46 bands, with spectral ranges from 650–1100 nm, and a
10 nm spectral interval. The HR color image (150 150) was
obtained by a digital camera for the same scene. The scale factor

TABLE IV
THE CONFUSION MATRIX STATISTICS (%) FOR THE XIAQIAO DATASET

was three, and the number of LRF images was four in this ex-
periment. One of the LR hyperspectral images was selected as
the base image, and the registration of the base image and HR
image was implemented by ENVI software. Then, all the LR
hyperspectral images were unmixed to obtain the LRF images.
The shifts of the other LRF images and the base LRF image
were calculated with method proposed in [32] as previously de-
scribed, and were (0.31, 0.13), (0.06, 0.15) and ( 0.20, 0.56)
respectively. The reference classification map was obtained by
classifying the HR color image by SVM. Fig. 7(a)–(d) illus-
trates the base LR hyperspectral image, HR color image, ground
truth, and the HR classification map, respectively. In this exper-
iment, a new spectral unmixing method was utilized to obtain
the LRF images, as described in [39]. As in [39], probabilistic
support vector machine (P-SVM) was first utilized to determine
if a pixel was pure by comparing the probability value with a
chosen threshold. For those pixels with low probabilistic out-
puts, they were considered to be mixed pixels, and the fully con-
strained least squares (FCLS) method was applied to obtain the
abundance.
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TABLE V
THE ACCURACY OF SUB-PIXEL MAPPING IN THE SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS

TABLE VI
THE ACCURACY OF THE CLASSIFICATION METHOD FOR THE NUANCE IMAGE

After the LRF images were obtained, the proposed method
was used to perform the task of sub-pixel mapping. Three major
land-cover classes can be distinguished in this experiment: with-
ered vegetable, fresh vegetable, and the black paper, which was
used as the background. Fig. 7(e), (f) and (g)–(i) illustrates the
sub-pixel mapping results using SASM, SMMI, and the pro-
posed method, respectively.
The classification accuracies are listed in Table VI. The re-

sults show that misclassification occurs between fresh vegetable
and the background, owing to the geographic proximity. With
an accuracy of 0.988, this classification result can be used as the
reference data in this experiment.
Unlike the simulated experiments, more error sources were

introduced in the real experiment, including the classification
error of the HR color image, the unmixing error of the LR hy-
perspectral images, the error of the sub-pixel mapping method,
the registration errors between the LRF images, and the registra-
tion error of the base LR hyperspectral image and the HR color

image. Compared with the reference classification map, the re-
sults of SASM are seriously affected by the error of spectral
unmixing, while that of the proposed method is more smooth,
due to the integration of the information of multiple shifted im-
ages. The proposed method can provide a better visual result;
however, it is sensitive to spectral unmixing and the accuracy
of registration between LRF images, as some details may be
eliminated due to the unmixing error and excessive smoothing.
There is a trade-off between smoothing and detail preservation,
in that smoothing can restrain the error of spectral unmixing
while eliminating the potential tiny features.
The sub-pixel mapping accuracies are listed in Tables VII

and VIII to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Due to the inaccuracy of spectral unmixing, only PCC and the
Kappa coefficient were considered in the real experiment. Gains
of 5.56%, 5.54% and 5.09% for PCC over SASMwere obtained
for the proposed method, with the different priors, respectively.
MMSSM-L obtained the best accuracy, and MMSSM-BTV had
the worst performance, for the same reasons as the simulated
experiment. The confusion matrix in Table VII reveals that the
MMSSMmethods have a better result than SASM in all classes,
and the greatest confusion is between background and fresh veg-
etation, because they are seriously mixed in this image. Unlike
the simulated images, the SMMI performs poor when it comes
to real experiment, the accuracy of which is even worse than
SASM because it’s sensitive to the accuracy of image registra-
tion. With accurate shifts, the SMMI can obtain approximate
accuracy with proposed method as simulated experiments illus-
trate. However, the proposed method is more robust when the
image registration parameters are not accurate. The accuracies
indicate that the proposedmethod is an effective way to improve
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TABLE VII
THE CONFUSION MATRIX STATISTICS (%) FOR THE NUANCE DATASET

TABLE VIII
THE ACCURACY OF SUB-PIXEL MAPPING IN THE REAL EXPERIMENT

the performance of sub-pixel mapping, compared with the two
other methods.

C. Parameter Analysis

1) Impact of the Regularization Parameter: In the MAP
model presented in (10), the regularization parameter plays
a very important role, in that it controls the relative contribution
between the data fidelity and prior item. If the value selected
is too small, the noise will not be well suppressed; inversely, if
the value selected is too large, the result will be blurred [33].
To show the robustness of the proposed method with regard to
the regularization parameter , we plotted the curve of the PCC
value with different values of the parameter for the three priors
in the simulatedWashington DC dataset and the Nuance dataset,
as shown in Fig. 8(a), (b). Fig. 8 shows that the performance of
the proposed method with different priors is not consistent for
the same regularization parameter. The Laplacian prior model
can obtain the best accuracy when the value of is small; how-

ever, the accuracy decreases greatly if exceeds a certain nu-
merical value. For the TV and BTV prior models, the change in
accuracy is slower than the Laplacian prior model when in-
creases. That is, they are more stable than the Laplacian prior
model. Generally speaking, the change of has a very large
effect on the results of the Laplacian prior model, although it
obtains the best accuracy. The TV and BTV prior models are
robust with regard to changes of the parameter , and the PCC
value remains little changed when is set to be a large value.
In addition, the optimal accuracy of the TV prior is more or less
the same as that of the Laplacian prior, while that of BTV is a
little lower than the other two priors.
2) Impact of Image Registration: The image registration is

very important procedure in this proposed method. For the real
experiment, the approximate shifts of LRF images were calcu-
lated by method proposed in [32]. However, the impact of im-
ager registration should be discussed because different combi-
nations of shifts may have a great influence on the sub-pixel
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Fig. 8. A comparison of the performance of the proposed method with different priors and regularization parameters for both experiments. (a) Simulated experi-
ment with the Washington DC dataset. (b) Real experiment with the Nuance dataset.

Fig. 9. A comparison of the performance of the proposed method given different registration errors for the simulated experiments. (a) The result with the Wash-
ington DC dataset. (b) The result with the Xiaqiao image.

mapping result. In this section, two simulated images were used
to evaluate the impact of registration error. The accurate com-
bination of shifts used in this experiment is ( 0.5, 0), (0.5, 0),
(0, 0.5), (0, 0.5) for the four auxiliary images. To evaluate the
impact of different combinations of shifts, the registration error
was used to adjust the shifts. If the registration error is equal
to 0.1, the combination of shifts used is ( 0.4, 0.1), (0.6, 0.1),
(0.1, 0.4), (0.1, 0.6). Fig. 9 illustrates the accuracy of proposed
method with Laplacian prior given different registration errors
for both simulated images. When the combination of shifts is
accurate, which means the registration error is 0, the proposed
method obtains the highest accuracy. As the absolute value of
registration error improves, the accuracy decreases greatly.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A sub-pixel mapping framework based on aMAPmodel with
multiple shifted hyperspectral images, namely MMSSM, is pro-
posed to utilize the complementary information in images which
have sub-pixel shifts, in order to improve the performance of
sub-pixel mapping. Traditional sub-pixel mapping methods are
based on a single image, which is inadequate because of the

lack of information. A type of auxiliary data that can provide
more details at the sub-pixel level is multiple shifted images ac-
quired for the same area, with sub-pixel shifts. MMSSM utilizes
a MAP model, which has the ability to regularize the ill-posed
problem by adding prior information in order to convert the data
to a better sub-pixel mapping result. In MMSSM, LRF images
for all the low-resolution hyperspectral images are first obtained
by spectral unmixing, and the sub-pixel shifts between the LRF
images are precisely calculated. Based on the LRF images, the
MAP model incorporates the image information of the same
land-cover class to obtain a resolution-enhanced map. The spa-
tial distribution of the different classes can be determined by in-
tegrating these resolution-enhanced maps. Three prior models
(Laplacian, TV and BTV), which are used in MMSSM to regu-
larize the sub-pixel mapping problem, were introduced to verify
the performance of the proposed method for sub-pixel mapping.
Compared with traditional single image based method, experi-
mental results using both synthetic and real multiple shifted hy-
perspectral images indicated that MMSSM is an efficient sub-
pixel mapping technique for improving accuracy and visual as-
sessment. An analysis of the parameter and the image regis-
tration is also provided. Future research will focus on further
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improvements of the proposed techniques, such as the adaptive
selection of the regularization parameter.
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